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C O L L E C T I O N
HUNLEY

Vesta’s Hunley collection showcases hand-sculpted and hand-finished traditonal finial 
designs by one of the Unites States’ most accomplishes artisans. The beauty resides in 
the details of each masterpiece. Items are available in a rich palette of colors or finish 

combninations creating the zenith of extravagance.
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◗ color/shape indicates compatibility with 13/8" diameter poles
✜ color/shape indicates compatibility with 2" diameter poles
✦ color/shape indicates compatibility with 21/4" diameter poles

Combinations are available for most finials since items are custom made to order. Areas of solid color lacking intricate detail may have their 
finish crackled for an additional charge. Available finishes are: antique gold/black base coat (AG-B), antique gold / rust base coat (AG-R), 
antique silver / black base coat (AS-B), antique silver / rust base coat (AS-R), antique white (AW), antique white / crackled (AW-C), antique 
black (BL), chestnut (CH), antique black / crackled (BL-C), mahogany (MG), olive (OL), olive / crackled (OL-C), walnut (WA), white wash gold 
(WWG)

WOOD POLES
sold by the foot - will cut to your specified lengths, no charge

shown in 
AG-R

shown in 
MG

shown in 
AW-C

shown in 
AS-B

RESIN FINIALS A. Mallory 
◗ #351120 *shown 
in AG-R, CH Combo

B. Johnstone 
◗ #351180 *shown 
in AS-B, AW Combo

C. Murphey 
◗ #351150 -  
*shown in AS-B, BL 
Combo

D. Fraser 
◗ #351130 *shown 
in AS-R, AG-R Combo

E. Halligan 
◗ #351140 *shown 
in AS-R, WA Combo

F. Slaughter 
◗ #351190 *shown 
in AS-R, CH Combo

G. Maury 
◗ #351170 *shown 
in AS-R, OL Crackled

H. Nicholson 
whittled 
◗ #351160 *shown 
in AG-R, WA Combo

I. Semmes 
◗ #351195 *shown 
in AG-R, OL Combo

A B C D E F G H I

shown in 
CH

shown in 
WA

shown in 
WWG

Plain
◗ #358100 
✜ #508100  
✦ #588100  

Reeded
◗ #358120  
✜ #508120  
✦ #588120  

Whittled
◗ #358130  
✜ #508130  
✦ #588130  

Bamboo
◗ #358140  
✜ #508140  
✦ #588140 

reeded plain plain plainreeded whittled bamboo

Pole Splice
#909200

Elbow Connector
◗ #359090  
✜ #509090  
✦ #589090 
 *adjusts 90˚ to 180˚

AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns

PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ resin, wood

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
◗ 13/8"D: bracket required every 4-5 feet
✜ 2"D: bracket required every 5-6 feet
✦ 21/4"D: bracket required every 6-8 feet

SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce 
freight charges. We can help you make the best-
informed decision when it’s time to ship your order.

*Benjamin Moore Paint available - $30 upcharge

AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AG-B = antique gold, black base coat
AG-R = antique gold, rust base coat
AS-B = antique silver, black base coat
AS-R = antique silver, rust base coat
AW = antique white
AW-C = antique white / crackled
BL = antique black
BL-C = antique black / crackled
CH = chestnut
MG = mahogany
OL = olive
OL-C = olive / crackled
WA = walnut
WWG = white wash gold

OL

BL

AG

WA

CH

AS

WWG

MG

AW
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RESIN FINIALS

A B C D E F G H

K L M N O P

V. Beauregard 
✜ #501113 
*shown in AG-R

W. Alexander 
✜ #501106 
*shown in AG-R

V

W

Q

A. Carlson 
✜✦ #581103 
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

B. Becker 
✜✦ #581104  
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

C. Simkins 
✜✦ #581105  
*shown in AG-R

D. Ridgeway 
✜✦ #581107  
*shown in AG-R

E. Wicks 
✜✦ #581108  
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

F. White 
✜✦ #581109  
*shown in AG-R

G. Collins 
✜✦ #581110  
*shown in AG-R, BL Combo

H. Hunley 
✜✦ #581101   
*shown in AG-R, BL Combo

I. Robinson 
✜✦ #581131   
*shown in AG-R, OL Combo

J. Marshall 
✜✦ #581135   
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

K. Miller 
✜✦ #581112   
*shown in AG-R

L. Kelly 
✜✦ #581125   
*shown in WWG, AW-C Combo

M. Singer 
✜✦ #581122   
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

N. McClintock 
✜✦ #581124   
*shown in AG-B

O. Davis 
✜✦ #581126   
*shown in AG-R

P. Doyle 
✜✦ #581123   
*shown in AS-B, BL Combo

Q. Kane 
✜✦ #581127   
*shown in AG-R

R. McHugh 
✜✦ #581133   
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

S. Beard 
✜✦ #581134   
*shown in AG-R

T. Ellis 
✦ #581136   
*shown in WA

I J
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HUNLEY COLLECTION
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◗ color/shape indicates compatibility with 13/8" diameter poles
✜ color/shape indicates compatibility with 2" diameter poles
✦ color/shape indicates compatibility with 21/4" diameter poles

Combinations are available for most finials since items are custom made to order. Areas of solid color lacking intricate detail may have their 
finish crackled for an additional charge. Available finishes are: antique gold/black base coat (AG-B), antique gold / rust base coat (AG-R), 
antique silver / black base coat (AS-B), antique silver / rust base coat (AS-R), antique white (AW), antique white / crackled (AW-C), antique 
black (BL), chestnut (CH), antique black / crackled (BL-C), mahogany (MG), olive (OL), olive / crackled (OL-C), walnut (WA), white wash gold 
(WWG)
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Plain Ring
◗ #356100   
✜ #506100   
✦ #586100   
*shown in AG-R

Cuffed Ring
◗ #356120   
✜ #506120   
✦ #586120   
*shown in MGHunley Color Swatches #993000

End Cap
✜ #501100   
✦ #581100  
*shown in MG

Sumter short
◗ #352013 - 2.1/8”W, 3.1/2”P   
✜ #502013 - 2.7/8”W, 4”P   
✦ #582013 - 3.1/4”W, 4.1/4”P 
*shown in AG-R

Sumter long
◗ #352016 - 2.3/8”W, 5.1/4”P 
✜ #502016 - 2.7/8”W, 6.1/2”P  
✦ #582016 - 3.1/4”W, 6.1/2”P 
*shown in MG

Morgan short
◗ #352003 - 4.15/16”H, 3.1/2”P 
✜ #502003 - 7.1/4”H, 3”P  
✦ #582003 - 7.1/4”H, 3”P 
*shown in AG-R

Morgan long
◗ #352006 - 4.15/16”H, 6”P 
✜ #502006 - 6.1/4”H, 6”P 
✦ #582006 - 6.1/4”H, 6”P 
*shown in MG

Inside Mount
◗ #352000 - 2.3/8”W, 3/4”L 
✜ #502000 - 2.3/8”W, 13/16”L 
✦ #582000 - 3.1/8”W, 1”L     
*shown in MG

Thin Ring
✜ #506200   
✦ #586200   
*shown in WWG

Wand 
#900200   
#900225   
#900250   

*shown in MG

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

HUNLEY COLLECTION

TRAVERSE ITEMS

STANDARD TRAVERSE ITEMS INCLUDED  
WITH SET ORDER

OPTIONAL TRAVERSE ITEMS ADD-ONS

Traverse Set
◗ #358120T   
*shown in AS

Somfy motorization available

Traverse Set
✜ #508140T   
*shown in CH

Traverse Set
✦ #588120T   
*shown in AG-B

End Bracket 
*white or brown

Center Bracket 
*white or brown 

*includes paintable cover

quantities of each item determined by your overall length

Ceiling Bracket 
*designate these 

for ceiling installations

ANSI/WCMA A100.1-2018 5.2.2
 WARNING!

Cord Tension Device
*if your window treatment includes 

a cord that creates a loop, you 
are required by law to install a 

tensioning device.

Single Bracket 
Heavy Duty 

#582020 
1.1/2”W, 3.1/2”-

4.1/4”P
*white or brown

Multi Bracket 
Heavy Duty 

#582025 
1.1/2”W, 2.3/8”-6.1/4” 

(variable)
*white or brown

Traverse Ring 
for 21/4"D only

 #586120T (cuffed) 
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